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What originally was going to be brief “fly-by” of the unusual solar events of the 
past five years, escalating rapidly as readers will have observed, to the 
present day, culminated in somewhat more of a complex piece of research. 
However, this may be construed as advantageous in many ways, as by now 
you will have (hopefully) read through and checked the many interactive 
references, data and comments. Thus armed one must definitely come to the 
conclusion that something is going on with our sun and that basically we are 
definitely not alone in all of this! 
 
I have attempted to trawl through every conceivable scrap of evidence relating 
to the anomalies of the sun and associated data, to demonstrate that over a 
period events are escalating to an event that may be realised very soon. 
The data and accompanying photographs I have included for you to study at 
your leisure, in order for you to arrive at your own conclusion and to 
encourage closer inspection of the available data and satellite feeds.  
 
However, bearing in mind the above, many have asked me what I really 
believe is occurring. This is a most complex scenario and is not an excuse to 
opt out for an explanation, but I will attempt a brief overview, in the meantime 
it would be good to follow the work at Ambilac and the regular data provided 
at ORBIT. 
 
In our earlier work at Ambilac we came to the conclusion that the so named 
Solar Cruisers (or Plasma carriers) were of Eridanean origin that is from the 
constellation of Eridanus. We offered considerable evidence in our articles to 
demonstrate this thesis, and as you may read from the Trebor letters in the 
appendices, we were not the only ones to arrive at this conclusion, bizarre as 
it may sound. 
It was not clear, however, what was the real purpose of their appearance until 
recently. If you recall, at each time these cruisers were observed we 
witnessed large Coronal Mass Ejections (CME) whether the appearance 
caused these flares or whether they knew in advance when these eruptions 
took place we still do no know. What is certain is that they seem to harness 
the energies of the CME’s for purposes still unknown, although one could 
hazard a guess that they may utilise the energy for propulsion and 
sustainability, whether for peaceful intent or otherwise. 
 
This scenario is also true for the “solar torpedo” issue, are earthly cabal 
attempting to hasten the sun’s demise? Or preventing an event that is 
prophesied to come about 
 



As many of you may have realised by now there is a “war going on out there” 
there is also one going on here too! And thereby hangs the crux of the matter. 
Are we seeing planned events on this planet, such as major global conflicts, in 
order to divert our attention from major earth changing events and large 
incoming outside solar bodies? This may certainly be the case. 
 
In an article at Ambilac entitled DECISION FOR EARTH http://ambilac-
uk.tripod.com/ambilacukcopy/id12.html we discussed the complex issue of the 
arrival of Plant X, and why this scenario is happening at this time. Basically a 
culmination of many events, both planned and natural will be used jointly to 
ensure our planet earth goes through its ultimate metamorphosis. This could 
be said to be both a physical and a spiritual process, and to be prepared for 
both would be the ultimate in anyone’s book.  
 
With the increasing solar events, earthquake and volcanic activity, extreme 
and unusual weather phenomena, not too mention the build up of major 
conflicts on our planet, this could be THE time we find ourselves entering prior 
to the BIG ONE. 
 
Whatever one may think, preparation is the key word, whether physically or 
spiritually, forewarned is forearmed. Thus with that caveat I leave you to study 
the coming events and hopefully come to some modicum of an understanding 
as to what is about to occur. 
 
I would like to make one last point here and that is, this is a joint effort for all 
concerned, we are all involved and as time literally speeds up (the Schumann 
resonance has definitely speeded up of late) we may begin to experience that 
enlightenment we all attain to secure. 
 
For updates on events please keep an eye on the following sites. 
 
http://ambilac-uk.tripod.com 
 
www.cyberspaceorbit.com 
 
 
 
Howard Middleton-Jones 
ambilac@canoemail.com  
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THE TALLY FROM TREBOR 

 
 
 
The letter from Robert Trebor to NASA submitted November 27th 1999, also 
published at www.cyberspaceorbit.com  
 
 
The "Copy" as promised to "shield" all of you!!! "DOC" 
 
-------- Original Message -------- 
Subject: Re: Science week - New Reports November 27, 1999 
Date: Sat, 27 Nov 1999 17:33:58 -0600 
From: Robert Trebor  
Organization: Dare Corp. 
To: prismx@scienceweek.com 
CC: "Paul, Rep."  
References: <199911272144.NAA09776@dodo.prod.itd.earthlink.net> 
 
Dear NASA Editors... 
I've taken NASA Briefs for over 20 years...this service NOW is pretty 
NICE...BUT...Why do you still FEED the OLD nonsense about OTHER 
"possible" planets when your very OWN NASA leader has been to the 
Plejaren (Pleiadean) group twice in the late seventies...500 lt. yrs..A 30 day 
trip in a class 2 ship, 7.4 hrs in a class 3 "beam" ship; and also KNOWS that 
there are at least TEN Ambassadorial positions EXTANT (since the seventies 
again) with OTHER Planetary civilisations NOT including the KNOWN 320 
Eridanus planets in the "Celestial" River group a scant 10 to 15 Light years 
away...from Orion's feet the Southern Constellation of Phoenix??? They were 
known as the "KATCHINA" to the Amer-Indians. They also consider OUR 
planet PART of their Empire. ALSO why are you hiding the WAR going ON 
just beyond Jupiter since June 8th of '99.  
 
It is between the "IGF" and the Sirian group who took a year to get here from 
the fall of '98 and arriving on June 8th, '99?? ANY GOOD scope can SEE it!!! 
Also the NEW ship that SOHO saw coming in at 1.5 million miles per day...an 
Eridanean "Plasma" Carrier with "drones" in tow and has since Sept '99 
reached the WAR ZONE beyond Jupiter.  
 
I personally 'WATCHED" the MANY ships around MARS while "HUBBLE" was 
allegedly "shut-down" during the Hale-Bopp Caper and afterwards when the 
"Companion" (A DRACONIAN Command ship) attacked the Galactic Fleet 
just beyond MARS on Sept 27th, 1997...and the meetings on MARS from 
Nov. 97 thru at least Feb of '98 when MARS went behind the SUN on the 

http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/


western horizon from Texas. Thank you for SOHO, it has been VERY 
revealing!!! At least 3 to 9 ships were around MARS for 6 months that MARS 
could be seen. Again, I watched them DAILY!!! (also "mapped" them!!! Where 
were YOU??? I DO have a TOP Secret Clearance and AM familiar with 
MOST "COSMIC"-Top-Secret "Crap" as well. 
 
Do you think the people of this Planet are actually that DUMB. They are 
LAUGHING at you!!! NASA means: "N-ever A S-traight A-nswer"!!! How about 
"changing" your reputation to something Believable!!!(Considering the 
evidences extant since 1947 when our 3.5 megawatt RADARS Knocked the 
cheap Sirian-made ships OUT of the sky on at least FIVE or more 
Occasions.) I am also PRIVY to ALL of them including "Hanger 18" and the 3-
volt CHIP industry that started with GTE/Sylvania (before 1960) and later was 
given to Texas Instruments. Even their VICE Prexy admits to it!!! (Circa 
1963/64)  
 
Even the Bright Star: Capella has a civilization of "Warrior-Women" (Reptilian) 
who "revere" their smaller men...and it's a death sentence to "mis-treat" ANY 
of them! They are ALSO part of the Galactic (Also inter-Galactic) Federation. 
150 of them were lost along with 250 Plejaren on Sept 21st just beyond 
MARS when a "Saboteur" wiped out the "front-end" of a large ship "waiting" 
for the Draconians to attack! (the 27th). 
 
The recent "AMELIORATION" of the SUN in November of '97 (after "Ulysses" 
verified the 1962, (Jan 12th) "half-Life" Scenario that took 30 years (till 1991) 
to blow off its FINAL mantle and become an HELIUM STAR. The "BS" of the 
30 year "warming" that was pushed by Uncle was a travesty of TRUTH! The 
1962 Incident is what "birthed" "SKY-LAB...remember??? The BIG explosion 
near first week of September 1972 that tore away 2/3rds of the SUN's REAR 
side and was finally "printed" in Nat'l Geographic about 1978 or so. Again...the 
WHOLE World was KEPT "in the Dark" except for many that I informed of the 
"happenings". 
 
GLOBAL WARMING, HUH??? Yeah, SURE...I should well HOPE SO.a 
Helium Star is a pretty HOT baby. Sept. 11th of 1998 was a pretty good time 
for you to FIRST admit that the SUN had REGAINED its Polarity...say 
WHAT...WHY didn't you inform the public on Jan 12th, 1962??? The 
SPECTRUM" of the SUN is even NOW different with HIGH intensity from 
Yellow thru x-rays!!! The SUN bathers NEED to be informed as the "extant" 
SUN-BLOCK does NOT work. I act as a "first-aid" person at some NUDIST 
gatherings and manufacture an EMU-OIL-based SUN Block MADE to work in 
the NEW "paradigm"!!! NONE of the OLD ones even BEGIN to do the job 
NOW needed!!! 
 
Don't you think the population of this U.S. (and the WORLD) is intelligent 
enough to handle the TRUTH??? Just think, had you told 
the TRUTH in the sixties...you'ld already have had MOST of the Population in 
the 7000 Concentration Camps built for just that purpose...MARTIAL 
LAW;..Oh, that's right...you had to have a coast to coast FREEWAY system 
first...that DID take a while, RIGHT??? That DID "simplify the Transportation" 



problems...chuckles. It's TOO LATE Fellows, the populace ALREADY 
KNOWS the STORY...and are NOW waiting for the BIG Earth-Quakes, 
starting with the Dec 3rd one in Calif. in the year 2003 @ 0103 AM!!! 3.5 
million will be killed!!! Our THEN PREXY, Al Gore. will have a pretty BAD 
problem on his hands considering the Financial Markets will also go 
SHAZBOT!!! Not too good for his seemingly nice popularity!!!(then). 
 
OK, enough for NOW, but watch out for the first week of JULY in 2011...that's 
going to be another BIG'un...BIGGER than the Calif. tragedy...only on the 
EAST Coast!!! Even Houston will be evacuated...and that's a LONG way from 
the "epi-center" that will make Rio de Janeiro "Dis-appear" in about 10 
seconds. The WHOLE Gulf and East Coast will ALSO be affected, NOT to 
mention many countries in South America. 
 
WHY am I writing this...because I'm SICK of the LIES being told the 
INNOCENT people of this country!!! (AND the whole WORLD as well!!!) 
"DOC"  
 
 
 
A brief background of Robert Trebor and the above in full is posted at: 
http://members.aol.com/phikent/orbit/trebor.htm  
 
 
 
 
 
Section quote from above: 
 

 
… 
..the fact that I've been an Aerospace Engineer since 1962, A 
consultant for the last 15 years with TOP secret clearances; and from 
"personal experiences" NOT common to MOST of the world. (I'd say 
that I was in a distinct minority here, but I Do know that there are quite 
a FEW who have been put through "STAR-SCHOOLS", however, 
MOST of what they were taught is still in a LOCKED place in their 
memories.) I've been FED some pretty wierd info from time to time as 
well...but ALL of it MAKES SENSE!!!. 
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WHAT ARE THOSE SUN SHIPS? 
 
 
 

A reply from Robert Trebor concerning an early query regarding the Solar 
carriers. 
 
Question: 
 

What is your idea about the SUN and ships that go can 
 travel thru it.... 
 

Answer: 
 
Date: 3/31/00 9:49:31 AM Pacific Daylight Time 
 
Each, in comparison to the SUN were as large or larger than Venus...or nearly 
the size of EARTH. The HUGE Spacecraft that delivered them was a Sphere 
with a "stabalization" ring around it. It "SPLIT" right after firing the missiles at 
the apex of "delivery-Trajectory" curve. The entire GIF-SET was pretty 
complex, but really GOOD!  
 
As for ships actually going THRU the SUN...They would HAVE to be 
"DRONES" as No humanoid could ever stand the heat! If they ARE 
"probing" the interior, it's because they are still using Cosmic 
triggers to convert the SUN as thoroughly as possible. That would 
also explain one of the recent "SPURTS" of Flame that looked almost 
exactly like the two originals. Remember, we're working with an 
Homogenous MASS of "SPENT" Helium that MUST be converted in order to 
support the Nuclear chemistry" needed to keep the SUN active and near 
normal for the next 1045 years when ALL the Helium conversion will 
have been expended. The NOVA, at least will be delayed till then and 
TIME bought for relocations to begin. (Again, "protocols" for same 
will begin on May 28th.)  
 
 
 
The above may also be read in full at: 
http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/text/dnew65x.htm 
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